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ou’ve probably seen the billboard while driving
through the triad. it’s the one with the guy
holding an umbrella, offering to dry your wet
crawlspace or strengthen your failing foundation. he’s
Pete Burgess, owner of Winston-salem-based tar heel
Basement systems LLC. he knows you need, not want,
his company’s services.
But that’s not all that Burgess knows. he intimately
understands the financial, regulatory and workforce
needs of his business and how to meet them. That led to
a spot on the 2017 north Carolina Mid-Market Fast 40
rankings. An annual feature of B N C
magazine, it’s compiled by richmond, Va.-based accounting firm Cherry Bekaert LLP and celebrates businesses
that made strong gains in workforce and revenue for two
consecutive years. Those businesses were honored at an
awards luncheon at Pinehurst resort in early october.
Fast 40 companies are leaders in many different
industries. each took a different route to their success. some
were invited to a round table discussion at high Point
University earlier this fall. There they shared their insights,
which you can read inside these pages. Morals that can

benefit any business can be found in those stories. take
the one shared by Brad Kemmerer, president and Ceo of
Greensboro-based ABCo Automation inc. his customers
are mostly manufacturers. They are regularly asking him
for more robots for their operations. he’s ensuring he has
a workforce — which now numbers about 150 — to meet
growing demand by taking an active role in its development. ABCo is a founding member and active participant
in Guilford Apprenticeship Partners program.
dennis Worley made an important point, too. he
serves on the board of directors for tabor City-based
dMA holdings inc. it imports auto parts from Asia and
europe that help longer lasting vehicles go even farther. it
studied data to take advantage of an underserved market
and available resources. “We’ll have $35 million in sales
this year,” he said, “and probably $50 million or $60 million
next year. so we’re growing in southeastern north Carolina — small town, U.s.A.”
The Fast 40 companies’ stories don’t end there. take
time to learn more about each of them and where they
landed in the final rankings, which are listed starting on
Page 2. They’ll help you make your business stronger.
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Rank

Company and headquarters
Rodgers Builders Inc.

1

Charlotte

CCS Construction Staffing

2

Charlotte

Bulk TV & Internet

3
TM

Raleigh

4

National Coatings

5

Lwin Family Co / dba Hissho Sushi

Raleigh

Charlotte

The Spangler Group LLC / dba Spangler Restoration

6

Indian Trail

SPATCO Energy Solutions

7

Charlotte

Captive-Aire Systems Inc.

8

Raleigh

ABCO Automation Inc.

9

Brown Summit

Myers & Chapman Inc.

10

Charlotte

Briegan Construction Services Inc.

11

Clayton

Lakeside Project Solutions LLC

12
Project

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Solutions

Denver

Atlantic Corporation of Wilmington Inc.
Wilmington

Healthstat Inc.
Charlotte

DMA Sales LLC
Tabor City

Rhino Assembly Corporation
Concord

HomeTrust Bank
Asheville

Smart Choice
Greensboro

ettain group Inc.
Charlotte

d-Wise
Morrisville

Top executive(s)

Industry

Patricia A. Rodgers

Real Estate/Construction

Matt Telmanik

Professional & Business Services

David O'Connell

Professional & Business Services

Zebulon Z. Hadley IV

Real Estate/Construction

Philip Maung

Food & Beverage/Hospitality

Josh Spangler

Disaster Restoration/Insurance Restoration

Jeffrey Dailey

Industrial/Manufacturing

William H Francis Jr.

Industrial/Manufacturing

David L. Allen

Industrial/Manufacturing

Marcus Rabun

Real Estate/Construction

Eileen J Tiffany

Construction

Rebecca Loranger

Facility Maintenance

Wes Carter

Industrial/Manufacturing

Susan Kinzler

Healthcare/Medical Services

John Treece

Automotive Auto Parts

Daniel Brooks

Distribution

Tony J. VunCannon

Financial Services

Doug Witcher

Financial Services

John Walker

Professional & Business Services

Bud Whitmeyer

Technology/Information Technology/Software
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Rank

Company and headquarters
Baker Roofing Co.

21

Raleigh

22

Blythe Development Co.

23

Commercial Credit Inc.

24

Sealing Agents Waterproofing Inc.

25

The Members Insurance Co.

26

Transportation Impact

Charlotte

Charlotte

Indian Trail

Charlotte

Emerald Isle

Tar Heel Basement Systems

27

28

Davis Furniture Industries Inc.

29

Chapel Hill Tire

30

31

High Point

Chapel Hill
®

The Remi Group
Charlotte

Epes Logistics Services Inc.
Greensboro

32

STI Holdings Inc.

33

DecisionPathHR

34

Central Carolina Air Conditioning

35

Lomax Construction

36

Duncan-Parnell Inc.

37

4

Winston-Salem

Charlotte

Charlotte

Greensboro

Greensboro

Charlotte

Alliance of Professionals & Consultants Inc.
Raleigh

38

XOOM Energy LLC

39

RegEd Inc.

40

Verigent LLC

Huntersville

Morrisville

Huntersville
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Top executive

Industry

Allen Estep

Real Estate/Construction

L. Jack Blythe

Real Estate/Construction

Dan McDonough

Financial Services

Trent Hattaway

Real Estate/Construction

Jim McCafferty

Financial Services

Keith Byrd

Logistics/Transportation

Pete Burgess

Real Estate/Construction

Danny Davis

Industrial/Manufacturing

Marc Pons

Retail

Dan Schuster

Professional & Business Services

Tom Siler

Logistics/Transportation

Quay Youngblood

Retail

Thomas Gibson

Professional & Business Services

Robert J. Allison

Mechanical contractor

John Lomax

Real Estate/Construction

Mark Duncan

Distribution & Professional Services

Roy Roberts

Professional & Business Services

Thomas Ulry

Energy

Yogesh Periwal

Technology/Information Technology/Software

Rebecca Hardin

Staffing
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Depth perception

Where are mid-market companies succeeding?
Where are they challenged?

Seated, from the left, are Zeb Hadley, Dennis Worley, Brad Kemmerer and Pete Burgess.
Standing, from the left, are Thomas Thomas Lyon, Erik Hortsmann, Thad Walton,
Scott Duda and Ben Kinney.

Ben Kinney, B N C publisher, moderated the discussion, which was hosted by high Point University.
richmond, Va.-based Cherry Bekaert, raleigh-based Manning, Fulton & skinner PA and Birmingham, Ala.-based regions
Bank provided support. The transcript was edited for brevity and clarity.
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An intimate knowledge of where they’ve been, where they’re now and where
they’re headed landed these companies on the Mid-Market Fast 40 list.
S       . they also clearly envision
what they need to stay there, even when operating in a murky business environment. the 2017 north
Carolina Mid-Market Fast 40 companies have that vision. they understand what their customers want,
how to groom their workforce and where the government can help most. here’s what they see.

north Carolina is positioned well within the national
economy. The discussion over house Bill 2 — the Public
Facilities Privacy and security Act, which required people to
use restrooms and changing facilities that correspond to the sex
on their birth certificate — is in the past. Companies continue
to choose the southeast, especially north Carolina. if your business
is real estate or staffing, you’re winning. Businesses are using
technology, especially data analytics and artificial intelligence,
to beat their competitors. We’re pondering artificial intelligence for some core services, so we can focus on work that
requires judgement.
HORSTMANN There are more cranes standing in downtown
Charlotte than probably during any point in its history. optimism is helping build high rises, condominiums and apartments. Companies have to beat their competitors to the punch
to sustain faster growth and find customers quicker. one Fast
40 business that i interviewed was researching channel partners, because it felt it needed one more source of connections
to reach its target. others that i interviewed credited having
the right people for their success. They might be the sales team,
technicians or management.
LYON earnings growth of publicly traded companies has grown.
it was 15% more during the first quarter this year compared to the
same time last year. it grew 10% in the second quarter. Money is
coming. When you compare the first half of this year to the same
time last year, there has been 42% more volume of mergers and
acquisitions at the mid-market level. That’s about $1 billion. There
has been fewer deals among larger companies. it’s an incredible
time for raising capital through borrowing. Growth by acquisition
might be easier than waiting for it to happen organically. There’s
plenty of cash on the sidelines. The s&P 500 companies, for
example, have $1.6 trillion, so there is money for acquisitions.
We recently invited an investment banker to meet with our
M&A group. he said this year is a culmination of many things.
he called it the ‘trump Bump.’ The regulatory environment is
friendlier for most companies. he said that’s unleashing businesses’
animal instincts.
WALTON Many clients are watching and waiting. The valuation curve is starting to retreat from its peak. some are looking
at when is the right time to take some chips off the table, either
by making a transition or looking at an employee stock ownership plan. Many companies are considering an exit plan because
of low costs for borrowing and aggressive valuations.
WORLEY younger generations aren’t adhering to brick and
mortar. They use their smartphones to order items. We’re in a
state of transition. so the question becomes how do you take
advantage of the opportunities that present themselves.
DUDA

Mid-Market Fast 40

How is business for mid-market companies?
HADLEY They’ve enjoyed sustained growth over the past
several years. Between real estate and construction, developers
have plenty of work for infrastructure such as class-A office
space. We’re seeing many school districts and higher-education
institutions, such as high Point University, add buildings. our
biggest challenge is finding skilled labor and managers. We’re
not alone; it’s a statewide and country-wide epidemic. revenue
will keep climbing if we can find the manpower.
BURGESS As long as Mother nature keeps dumping rain and
there are settling foundations and damp crawlspaces — north
Carolina has the most dirt crawlspaces in the U.s. — we’ll still
be needed. We’re in a service business, so our customers need,
not want, us. We’re redefining the home-improvement industry.
it has a checkered reputation. We’ve grown every year since
starting in 2003. We haven’t always been profitable, but that’s a
cost of expansion. We’re profitable now. We’ll have about $12
million of sales this year, up from about $10.5 million last year.
each annual increase, which have averaged about $ 2 million,
rests squarely on sales performance. We have plenty of leads,
but it’s our better salespeople who show customers the need
and value of our services. That’s the secret to our success. We’re
limited by our network-defined territory, but we’ve found ways
to expand. the raleigh dealer gave up some territory to us
because we’re performing better.
KEMMERER There’s so much demand for what we do. We’re
excited — and maybe a little bit scared — as more manufacturers automate. We’re getting more requests than ever. We have
to keep the promises we make to our customers. our biggest
concern is maximizing growth without running out of cash or
people. That keeps us awake at night, but we’re working on it.
WORLEY dMA is headquartered in small town, U.s.A. — tabor
City, population of about 4,000. our county was built on agriculture, especially tobacco. But the tobacco buyout program wiped
it out. After the tobacco auction system left, dMA had the opportunity to purchase four empty warehouses 10 years ago. i was a
member of the group that brought dMA’s founders, John and
steve Bertling, to tabor City. dMA uses data analytics to exploit a
niche in the auto industry. Cars last longer. some are driven
300,000 or more miles. Available data tells us which ones.
We use German and Chinese factories, where we can control
quality rather than quantity, to produce replacement parts for
those cars. There was a local niche, too, which involved untapped
workers and buildings, though we did invest in sprinkler systems
and loading docks at the warehouses. tabor City has highspeed internet, which provides the same level of connectivity
as you’d have in a big city. John recently emailed me about
finding more warehouse space. There’s plenty of opportunity
today. i tell all my young lawyers to find a niche. you can’t wait
NC MID-MARKET FAST 40
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PETE BURGESS

SCOTT DUDA

ZEB HADLEY

ERIK HORSTMANN

owner, Winston-Salembased Tar Heel Basement
Systems LLC

managing partner, Raleigh
office of Richmond, Va.based Cherry Bekaert LLP

president, Raleigh-based
National Coatings and
Supplies Inc.

managing partner,
Charlotte office of
Richmond, Va.-based
Cherry Bekaert LLP

My clients
with the best retention
rates have given their
employees a stake in
the company’s success,
whether it’s benefits or
incentives such as
equity or bonuses.
Scott Duda
managing partner,
Richmond, Va.-based
Cherry Bekaert LLP

BRAD KEMMERER

THOMAS LYON

THAD WALTON

DENNIS WORLEY

president and CEO,
Greensboro-based ABCO
Automation Inc.

mergers and acquisitions
practice group leader,
Raleigh-based Manning,
Fulton & Skinner PA

senior vice president,
Charlotte office of
Birmingham, Ala.-based
Regions Financial Corp.

legal counsel and board
of directors member,
Tabor City-based DMA
Holdings Inc.

for opportunity to find you. dMA employs more than 55 people
at buildings that otherwise would be empty. Many small towns
face a similar loss of industry. embrace the opportunities that
present themselves.

How do you meet your workforce needs?
We’re charter members of and have four apprentices through Guilford Apprenticeship Partners. An effort of
triad Workforce solutions Collaborative, Greensboro Partnership and several local businesses, it offers high school students a
chance at paid community-college and on-the-job training that
lead to a well-paying career in the skilled trades. Many companies are joining the program. it’s an option for people other
than going to college to pursue a technical career.
BURGESS i’ve been in business for 14 years. i started in Boone.
We’re a dealer — not a franchise — in a network, which includes
Charlotte and raleigh. it provides plenty of resources, which
have fueled our success. But those don’t include workforce
recruitment. it’s getting harder to find and retain employees
who share my high standards for quality and integrity. Whatever their morals and ethics, they have to understand how i
KEMMERER
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require them to operate. People are the heartbeat of our business.
We want A players. There’s no point in hiring a C player. That
wastes both our time. We hire for attitude and train for aptitude.
our culture is vital, being in the service business. We look for a
passion for what we do, and it’s hard for some people to have
that, especially our production workers. We don’t really have
middle management. We have a few supervisors, but my
leadership team is fully vested and very passionate about
helping people. We don’t sell things. We help people solve
problems in their homes. if someone can buy into that when
they are hired, then he or she has a good chance of being the
type of employee we want. Among our about 90 employees,
we’re loaded with millennials, whose attitude is different than
people of past generations. They are passionate about helping
people, and they have a glorious outlook on life. That’s what we
need in the service industry. We are constantly searching for
workers. it’s not attractive work, fighting snakes and spiders in
dirty crawlspaces. someone coming in from outside the industry
needs a special mentality. Construction workers, who are used
to getting dirty, are obvious targets for recruiting. We raid other
companies for talent. We pay a bonus to employees who recruit
friends and family who last more than 90 days. employment

agencies are our last resort. recruiting is a slow process, so we
are always recruiting. if i have an excellent server when i’m at a
restaurant, for example, i’ll ask if they like their job. We go to
[Winston-salem-based] Forsyth technical Community College
and talk to students and staff. We meet people at award ceremonies such as Fast 40.
HADLEY We’ve been in north Carolina for 11 years, and our
name is synonymous with quality work. People want to work
with us. We incentivize our employees to take care of themselves. We pay 100% of the health insurance for employees who
meet certain health parameters, even in their first year. if they
don’t meet those parameters, they pay 40% of their health insurance. over the past year, i converted three lifelong smokers to
nonsmokers through this program. They want free insurance.
We match 100% of 401K contributions up to 6% of salary. We
offer good benefits, which brings potential employees by
word of mouth. The only problem is some applicants are just
beating hearts. We want people who care about their job and
our company.
DUDA My clients have passion for what they do. That leads to
success. solving a client’s problem is different than providing it a
service. it’s the bigger picture: What are you really doing? if you

Mid-Market Fast 40

can tap and be passionate about that, then your employees will
be all in for whatever it is that the company is doing. My clients
with the best retention rates have given their employees a stake in
the company’s success, whether it’s benefits or incentives such as
equity or bonuses. Better communicate the company’s long-term
goals to employees. show each step to them and what it will take
to realize them. Workers want that. They want to know how
successful or profitable the business is and where it is headed.
each has a role in the company’s long-term vision.

How do you keep growing?
We need less government control, which can have a
powerful impact on a small company. We’re dealing with wage
laws and other restrictions. once we passed the 50-worker
threshold, we had to deal with health care. My customers own
homes, and they have to have access to their investments or
savings or be creditworthy to hire us. so a vibrant economy is
important to us, even though we grew through the most recent
recession. We’re growing much more now.
HADLEY health care has been our biggest problem over the
past year. That has been an uncertainty, and it’s a growing cost
BURGESS

HIGH POINT UNIVERSITY:
Preparing Students for the World As It is Going to Be
Through a focus on life skills, High Point University prepares
students not for the world as it is, but as it is going to be. That’s
why 95 percent of HPU graduates begin careers or graduate
school within six months of graduation – 13 points higher
than the national average. It starts on HPU’s campus, where
students learn from some of the world’s greatest influencers
and innovators. That includes their own university president,
Dr. Nido R. Qubein, a leadership consultant and speaker,
board member of several Fortune 500 Companies, and a
serial entrepreneur. It continues with Apple Co-Founder
Steve Wozniak, who serves as HPU’s Innovator in Residence,
and Netflix Co-Founder Marc Randolph, who serves as
HPU’s Entrepreneur in Residence.
The combination of mentorship from both global leaders
and committed faculty scholars provides students with an
extraordinary education in an inspiring environment. And

Dr. Nido Qubein

Steve Wozniak

Marc Randolph

HPU president,
businessman, leadership
consultant and speaker,
entrepreneur

Apple Co-Founder and
HPU’s Innovator in
Residence

Netflix Co-Founder and
HPU’s Entrepreneur in
Residence

with a complete ecosystem of support that includes Success
Coaches for every freshman, students benefit from a campus
full of caring people committed to their success. You’re invited
to visit campus and experience what U.S. News & World Report
calls the #1 Most Innovative Regional College in the South.

highpoint.edu
®

At High Point University, every student receives an extraordinary education in an inspiring environment with caring people.
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during the year. We grew to 200 employees from about 20
almost overnight. sustained growth comes from sustained
income, probably greater than what a mid-market company can
produce. you need good relationships with a bank, for example,
so you have access to enough funds to grow. That can be more
important than finding skilled labor.
WORLEY We need financing. Much of ours is private. We work
in a global environment, so we move money between U.s.
dollars and foreign currencies. We import many parts, so we
need ways to get it here from the manufacturer. There are two
options: the large port in Charleston, s.C., or the small port in
Wilmington. it takes 10 days longer to go through Wilmington
than Charleston. The difference is in being able to ship containers by rail to an inland port. south Carolina has developed one
in dillon near interstate 95. When you’re involved in importing
goods from around the world, rhetoric and communications
between governments over trade fees have a significant impact
on what you do and how you plan.
HORSTMANN President trump has talked a lot about fair
trade. We talk to many global businesses, some of which
import product. They’re concerned about the future of their
business environment. if they work under a trade treaty, which
may levy little tax on imports, and it changes when they wake
up tomorrow, they’ll need alternatives. domestic production

is not feasible for some businesses. They have to import, so it
becomes a matter of cost. i think about the major expansions
and clients that have talked about significant capital structure
to meet growth that they’re experiencing and where they think
it’s headed. Many are cautious about taking that next step.
They’re waiting to see what happens with tax reform before
moving forward.
WALTON People want stability. There is unease in the political
and economic realms. if you look at past economic cycles, we
should expect an economic downturn within the next 60 months.
That possibility is keeping many people from making big investments or moves. Many have exciting growth opportunities swimming about, but their apprehension about the future makes it
tough for them to put both feet in the water.
DUDA The trump Bump was partly fueled by an expectation
of a more business friendly government. he hasn’t changed
health care or built a border wall — both campaign promises.
We need tax reform, which he also has promised. if he can’t get
that done, then we have to wonder what will he accomplish
during the remainder of his term. he and Congress need to
work together. We’ll have real issues if they don’t. The next few
months are critical for shaping the business environment for
the next several years. if we don’t get something done now,
then the nation is hitting the pause button.

Trust us to make your life easier

s

ince 1953, Chapel hill tire has offered
passionate and convenient car care service
to help you get in, out and on with your
life. With six convenient locations, it’s
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furthering its commitment to delivering innovative
services at an unbeatable value.
Chapel hill tire redefines the auto repair and
tire purchasing experience. The goal is to build longlasting relationships with customers by providing
easy, convenient and expert car care service. no
matter how busy your schedule, Chapel hill tire
makes car care easy with amenities such as online
appointments, free shuttle service and a toyota Prius
valet service, which
comes to you. it’s
all backed with a
service warranty
three times that of
dealerships and a
guarantee that any
price on tires will
be beat.

www.chapelhilltire.com • 919.391.3573
Advertisement
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Big vision with a work ethic to match!

F

For a business to grow and succeed, you
need a strong corporate vision, passionate
employees and adequate financing. Add in
a state and local community that are truly
engaged in helping you be successful and everyone wins!”
— John treece, founder and Ceo
dMA holdings inc, an inc. 5000 company, is truly
an entrepreneurial startup success. Founded in 2008 by
John treece and steve Bertling, it has quickly grown
to one of the most successful automotive aftermarket
parts suppliers in the north American ride-control
market. With sales in the original equipment supplier,
big-box retail, wholesale and e-retail channels, it has
built a diverse customer base for branded and privatelabel products.
dMA provides sales, marketing, product development, customer service and distribution for offshore
automotive companies wanting to expand in north
America. Through long term exclusivity agreements,
dMA has built nationally recognized automotive parts
brands within their industry. dMA operates three
distribution centers, which cover more than 350,000
square feet, and its headquarters is in tabor City.
By the end of 2017, dMA will have more than 60

employees and sales exceeding $35 million. “2008-2009
was a very tough time to even think about starting up a
company,” founder and Ceo treece said. “We had only
a few parts to sell and very little money to get things going. But, what we did have was a big vision, and neither
of us were afraid of hard work. We simply rolled up our
sleeves and got busy. We have come a long way in a
short time. our success is because we have passionate
employees who care about serving our customers.”
dMA contributes to the local community through
civic and charitable donations and public service.
employees are encouraged to help people less fortunate
than themselves. since its inception, the company has
given more than $1 million through various community projects and charitable fund-raising efforts.
By staying true to its core values of unquestionable
integrity, commitment to the customer and passionate
employees empowered to succeed, the sky is the limit
for dMA’s future success.

233 N. Hwy 701 Bypass, Tabor City, NC 28463 • 877.395.0213 • dmagoodpoint.com
Advertisement
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2017 north Carolina Mid-Market Fast 40
companies attended a luncheon at Pinehurst resort on oct. 2. it included an
awards presentation and a video of a round table discussion with representatives
from some of the winning companies. A transcript of that discussion is included in
these pages.

t

ransportation impact, a multitime inc.
5000 honoree, comes from humble
beginnings. in 2008, its founders, Keith
Byrd and travis Burt, both then seniorlevel managers at UPs, left the world’s largest shipping
company after nearly two decades. Their startup’s first
headquarters was in a 10 feet by 20 feet storage closet
at the emerald isle surf shop that Byrd co-owned.
They built the company by going door to door.
As the company grew, managers from other
carriers joined ti, adding experiences from a variety
of parcel, freight and shipping backgrounds. They
helped ti achieve sustained growth by improving
their clients’ bottom lines. today ti has more than 70
employees. They use more than 300 years of combined experience to drive down clients’ net annual
parcel, less-than-truckload and truckload costs by an
average of more than 20%.
ti helps clients reduce costs through small package and freight negotiation, parcel post-audit, freight
audit and freight pay services. it uses a state-of-the-art
and user-friendly transportation management system.
ti gives back to its hometown through charitable
contributions and public service. its iMPACt1 initiative pledges 1% goodwill services, 1% of employee

time and 1% of company profit to charitable organizations. employees are paid for 20 hours of volunteering — 10 hours with a company-chosen charity
and 10 to use as they choose. ti provides monetary
contributions and in-kind services to charitable
organizations. since its inception, it has donated
more than $1 million toward scholarships, community projects and helping families in need.
in 2017, the company was honored four times:
a fifth-consecutive mention on the inc. 5000 list, a
second-consecutive listing on the north Carolina
Mid-Market Fast 40 and the north Carolina top 100
private companies, and a spot on the inc. Best Workplaces list. ti employees voted for the last award.
By staying true to its core values of work ethic,
professionalism, perfection, integrity and passion,
ti has developed a strong presence in its community and is among the fastest-growing businesses in
the country.

8921 Crew Drive, Emerald Isle, NC 28594 • 252.764.2885 • transportationimpact.com
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The Path to
Innovation

CPAs and Advisors with
Your Growth in Mind
THInc is Cherry Bekaert’s specialty
practice focused on guiding innovative
clients in the Technology, Health & Life
Sciences and Industrial sectors.

Proud Sponsors of the
2017 NC Mid-Market Fast 40

Find out how we can be your guide forward

cbh.com/THInc

Charlotte

Raleigh-Durham

Erik Horstmann, CPA
Managing Partner
704.377.1678
ehorstmann@cbh.com

Scott Duda, CPA
Managing Partner
919.782.1040
sduda@cbh.com
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